The Fake LGBTQ Movement (ver-02)
… How it Deceives those with Same-Sex Attraction and their So-Called “Allies”
(Written and Distributed in Traverse City, MI Area by TCFamily.org) (Version 02_dated 2017-06-30)
The three pairs of new TCFamily Street signs below help to illustrate WHY THE LGBTQ MOVEMENT IS FAKE: FAKE
SAFETY: the top two and the bottom right signs; FAKE “CIVIL RIGHTS”: the middle two signs; and FAKE GAY
MANIFESTO BOOK: the bottom left sign shows emotional marketing, not reason, facts, and science.
[WARNING: Description of homosexual perversion included in flyer on page 2.]

FAKE SAFETY:
That’s why we were at the Saturday April 29,
2017 “Gay” Prom at Traverse City’s Hotel
Indigo – to warn those 95 (9th – 12th grade)
Traverse City Area attending teenagers (from
the 5 surrounding counties) about the Fake
LGBTQ Movement (see top two signs
above) and the extreme health risks
connected to those practicing homosexuality.
The Polestar website said: “Polestar has been working closely with
students and teachers from Traverse area GSAs to plan the first ever
Northwest Lower Michigan LGBT+ Prom.
Polestar North later identified the “anonymous
donor” as Jeff Jenkins, and stated that his “donation
made the evening possible.”
Jenkins, a former Michigan resident, has been the
long-time executive producer of “Keeping Up With the
Kardashians” and currently is co-president of
entertainment and development at the Los
Angeles-based Bunim-Murray Productions.
Jenkins identifies as a “gay” man — and calls
himself a “champion of LGBT rights.”

I’m sure that Mr. Jenkins and the area public school teachers promoting
this are well-intentioned, but promoting high risk behavior and the Fake
LGBTQ Movement to teenagers is functionally hateful.
Evidence of this can be easily seen from the 600-page
Mass Resistance 2017 book entitled “The Health
Hazards of Homosexuality”. (See bottom right sign
above), which links to 1800 hotlink documents in the ebook version, and has 99 pages of documentation
footnotes.
The FOREWORD to the book explains: “… The medical
community in the U.S. (and around the world) has done
extensive study on homosexual health issues. This book cites that
information, from the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC), medical professional associations, the American Psychological
and Psychiatric Associations, the Gay & Lesbian Medical Association,
the Fenway Institute, various LGBT-friendly clinical guides, and numerous
research studies.” Here are two of their 1800 documented health hazards:
 “Among adolescent males aged 13–19 years, approximately 91% of
all diagnosed HIV infections are from male-to-male sexual contact.”
 “A Canadian homosexual advocacy group, in its “Human rights
complaint against the government of Canada” (2009), states that
gay/bisexual men lose 20 years” [of life]

WARNING: Description of homosexual perversion:
Excerpts from www.AmericansForTruth.com article entitled:
‘Gay’ Doctor, Stephen Goldstone: Anal Sex Like a ‘Battering Ram’ for
which Your ‘Sphincter Is No Match’
“ … Can you handle the truth about homo-sex? Most people can’t, because it
is brutal (literally) and repulsive. Here is a quotation from Dr. Stephen
Goldstone, an open homosexual and author of The Ins and Outs of Gay
Sex. Dr. Goldstone is an Assistant Clinical Professor of Surgery at The
Mount Sinai School of Medicine and an expert on “gay men’s health” and
“anorectal disorders,” according to the (“gay”-affirming) Physicians
Research.
… Keep in mind that Goldstone is a ‘sex positive’ homosexuality
advocate who dedicates his book to his [male] lover, Bruce.” Also, it
seems obvious but it needs to be said: anal sex is also high-risk if
practiced by heterosexuals …” Peter LaBarbera, AFTAH
Dr. Goldstone writes:
“Just as your internal sphincter muscle
involuntarily relaxes when feces enter your
rectum, it involuntarily contracts when a
penis or other object attempts to enter from
the outside…An anal tear can occur during
the initial phase of anal sex precisely
because your partner pushes his penis
through a closed sphincter. Think of his
penis as a battering ram, one for which your
internal sphincter is no match.”

FAKE “1973 APA Decision”:
Ryan Sorba wrote “The Born ‘Gay’ Hoax” which
details the take-down of the APA, when
homosexuality was declassified as a disorder:
here are some excerpts showing it was a Fake
Decision:
 ‘Gay’ activist who helped in the takedown,
Barbara Giddings, said: “It never was a medical
decision … After all, it was only three years … It
was a political move … That’s how far we’ve come in ten years.
Now we even have the American Psychiatric Association running
scared.”
 Anytime a scientific organization endorses sodomy, remember Gittings
words: They are “running scared.” Pro‐sodomy activists have
learned that intimidation and strategic alliances work, and they
are never hesitant about using intimidation and psychological
manipulation to reach the goals of their radical agenda.

FAKE ‘Gay’ Manifesto Book: “AFTER THE BALL”:
See the bottom-left Street Sign above showing Propaganda and
Emotions (i.e. ~ Love is Love is Love) rather than reason, and
thusly promoting high-risk behavior – contrary to TCAPS’
Board and Superintendent’s claim that SAFETY is the #1 concern
– and the FAKE LGBTQ Movement, ultimately to the TCAPS
K-12 children and young adults. [Read 62 details on “After the Ball” –
search for “Ball” at www.TCFamily.org.

FAKE “TOLERANCE”:

–Dr. Stephen Goldstone, The Ins and Outs of
Gay Sex: A Medical Handbook for Men, (Dell:
New York, 1999), p. 4.

FAKE “CIVIL RIGHTS”:
Traverse City Police Chief Jeff O’Brien (see
middle two street signs above) shared at the
February 6, 2017 City Commission Meeting: “I
think the civil rights movement of the 21st
century is the LGBTQ issues …” But we know
that Civil Rights are: inborn, involuntary,
immutable, innocuous, and “in the
Constitution” -- ALL of which apply to race, but
NONE of which apply to homosexual conduct.
Please also consider the King of Civil Rights,
Dr. Martin Luther Kings’ only reported written
thoughts about homosexuality, as recorded in a
compassionate letter to a man struggling with
same sex attraction (SSA) and published in
1958 in Ebony Magazine -- excerpts only:
“Civil rights icon saw homosexuality as a
‘culturally acquired’ ‘problem’ with a ‘solution’
[psychiatric counseling] – a “habit” stemming
from a series of negative “experiences and
circumstances.”

FAKE ALFRED KINSEY “Science”:
Alfred Kinsey is known as the “Father of the
Sexual Revolution”, but as an “in the closet”
homosexual, he could also be seen as the Father
of the Homosexual Revolution. Here are some
quotes about Kinsey from preeminent Kinsey
whistleblower Dr. Judith Reisman from her book:
“SEXUAL SABOTAGE: How one mad scientist
unleashed a plague of corruption and contagion on America.”
 87% of his subjects for his “scientific data” were: sex-addicts,
homosexuals, criminals, rapists, prostitutes, pedophiles, and prisoners!
 Alfred Kinsey … and his cult libeled our World War II warrior
generation in order to validate his own cowardly perversions by
creating a “sexual revolution.” (p5)
 Abundant evidence of child sexual torture by Kinsey’s “researchers,”
who engaged in brutal, sexual experiments on children. (p24)
 [Go to www.TCFamily.org to read 40 more appalling facts about
Kinsey from just the first three chapters of her book (Search “Kinsey”);
He’s not a “Father” that I would want to be “loud and proud” about.]

Dr. Scott Lively has described the LGBTQ process of conquering or
dominating the culture; Local example of LGBTQ Activists seeking
dominance: The “Out and Proud” leader
had me removed from a Polestar North
“Town Hall” meeting on May 24th, 2016,
(where “gay” Mayor Jim Carruthers looked
on as Chief of Police Jeff Obrien escorted me out) just
as soon as I arrived – when the stated goal of the meeting was: “The goal of
the meeting is to welcome ANYONE to discuss the future plans for the
center, ask questions and give feedback.”

FAKE LGBTQ Biblical “Allies”:
Romans 1:18-32 (God’s Wrath on Unrighteousness)
condemns many sins, including sexual sins as well as
homosexual sins. Moreover, Romans 1:32 judges
those “so-called” LGBTQ “Allies” who are “smarter than God,” saying:
“…who, knowing the righteous judgment of God, that those who
practice such things are deserving of death, not only do the same BUT
ALSO APPROVE OF THOSE WHO PRACTICE THEM.”
But 1Cor 6:11 gives great hope to those
struggling with same-sex attraction, saying:
“…
And such were some of you. But you were
washed, but you were sanctified, but you were justified in the name of
the Lord Jesus and by the Spirit of our God.”
Compassionate Closing Insights: from Abdu Murray,
who is the North American Director with Ravi Zacharias
International Ministries. He spoke at “Sceptics Night”
recently at New Hope Community Church. You can watch it
here: https://newhope.cc/messages/skeptics-night-abdu-murray/
You will see a 3 minute question regarding LGBTQ asked by Bill Wiesner
(in the public Q&A) and Abdu’s very compassionate 17 minute response.
(This question and answer starts at 1 hr 23 min and ends at 1 hr 43 min.)
Bill Wiesner / www.TCFamily.org Founder
WANT TO HELP? CONTACT US AT:
info@tcfamily.org or (231) 313-6805

